Grove Scout Group
Camp Kit List (Suggested)
Your Son/Daughter will need to bring his/her own personal equipment (the following list is a guide).

 Complete uniform
 Group T shirt
 Nightwear
 Warm sweater
 Shorts/trousers
 Socks
 Training shoes
 Cereal bowl
 Mug
 Towel(s)
 Tea towel(s)
 Torch (with spare batteries and bulb)
 Plastic bags to separate clean/dirty items

 Rucksack/kit bag(s)
 Sleeping bag, carry mat, small pillow
 Waterproof outer garments
 T-shirt or similar
 Underclothes
 Hiking boots/strong shoes
 Large plate
 Cutlery
 Personal wash kit
 Swim wear
 Hat/gloves, sun hat
 Sun cream
 Coat hanger

General Notes
We would ask that your Son/Daughter travel to and from the Camp in uniform.
Black bin bags are not suitable for bedding rolls as they tear very easily, with the result that the contents get lost
or soiled in transit.
Clothes can get very dirty, leave the catwalk items at home. Young people should be encouraged to pack their
own bag so they know what they have got with them.
Personal kit is the responsibility of the individual, please do not bring items of value such as electronic toys (eg
DS). No radios, music players or electronic devices (eg ipads) should be brought to camp.

Equipme nt Notes
Here is some basic information regarding some of the items you may require.
Sleeping Bags Synthetic filled bags are easier to clean than natural fillings.
Footwear
Boots give a better ankle support and normally have better soles than shoes if you are hiking.
Warm Wear
A number of layers are warmer than one thick one and the warmth can be regulated more easily
- do not forget your hands and head.
Torch
Do not pack your torch with batteries fitted (or at the bottom of your kit) as it could easily get
accidentally turned on and you will arrive at the camp with flat batteries.
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